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Characters



Crazy Hoof David Paul Reid Juliette Cooper Rudy

Commander Sloane Serretus 
(alias Crazy Hoof)

L-E [serviceBot]

Doctor Frood v1 Doctor Frood v2 Dogen’s protectorBot

Lord Dogen

Concept art for most of the main characters. 



Crazy Hoof David Paul Reid Juliette Cooper Rudy



Commander Sloane Serretus 
(alias Crazy Hoof 
on Earth)

L-E [serviceBot]



Doctor Frood v1 Doctor Frood v2 Dogen’s protectorBot Lord Dogen



Concept art for LORD DOGEN. The henchmen and CPO 
(Chief Punishment Officer) for the evil Ninth Legion. 



Further concept art for LORD DOGEN when in disguise. 



Concept art for DOCTOR FROOD. The glorious leader and 
Minister of Science and Propaganda for the for the evil Ninth 
Legion.



Concept art for DOCTOR FROOD for Episode The 
Second and Third. His appearance changes over the 
three stories.



General characters from Lucasia.



Concept art. General and main characters from Lucasia.



Crystal Warriors training on Lucasia.



Concepts for various of beings on Lucasia.



Concepts for various of beings on Lucasia.



Concepts for various of beings on Lucasia.



Concept art for Coalition special forces on Lucasia.



Concept art for Lucasian warriors.



Ninth Legion torturing of a Crystal Warrior.



“Neck Beards”. Giants with a 
mane of hair running down their 
elongated necks. Most have a
knack for technology.



CHARSNICK. CHARSNICK is an expert mechanic on the MAL-
class aircraft. David Paul lives with Charsnick and family when 
he trains to fly MAL.



Concept art for the young masked warrior who comes to 
Juliette’s rescue on Lucasia. 



The Ninth Legion’s secluded “Chosen One”: ZA.



The CRYSTAL MOTHER in corporeal form.



Lucasian warriors (top, bottom left). 
GENERAL PACE (bottom right). Leader of armed forces for the 
Coalition.



Concept art for members of the Council of the Wise: the 13-
member panel that are the leaders of the Coalition against the 
Ninth Legion.



Concept art for the Head Councilor of the Council of the Wise 
and leader of the Coalition.



GURA. A Crystal Warrior scholar and professor and historian 
on the Crystal Warrior arts.  



A Lucasian tribe keeps these skulls on sticks as a reminder that 
death is imminent and to value what one does with the time 
they have. 



Vehicles 
& 

Aircraft



Concept art for “MAL”. An AI aircraft that 
is a main character in the story.



More concept art for “MAL”. An AI aircraft 
that is a main character in the story.



Lucasian war craft. 



Concept art for a variety of Lucasian 
aircraft. 



A Ninth Legion “Spider Tank”.



Concept art for a variety of Lucasian 
aircraft and pilot. Note that many craft 
have an ”under the hull” cockpit and the 
pilot seats hangs freely from above.



Concept art. Lucasian aircraft.



Ninth Legion “quad-wings”. Drone aircraft 
piloted by Lucasian youth from far away 
remote bases.

Direction of flight

Direction of flight



Further concept art for a variety of 
Lucasian aircraft.



More concept art, various Lucasian 
aircraft.



Top: a personal glider.
Bottom: a giant bipedal transport unit.



Concept art for Lucasian aircraft.



Concept art for a submariner transport.



Emergency escape capsule.



Concept art for Lucasian land vehicles. 



Single Tire Attack Vehicle. 



Ninth Legion drone attackCraft being 
assaulted by a Coalition Kestrel fighter.



Intergalactic spaceship emerging from 
underwater hanger.



Landscapes 
& 

Scenes



The Great Dome where the Pool of the 
Protectors resides.



Inside the Great Dome as a young warrior 
runs towards the Pool of the Protectors, the 
Ninth Legion drone army in pursuit.



An Ice Shark attacks a hovercraft 
transport.



An escape pod races away after the Ice 
Shark attack. The Ice Fortress in the 
background.



A Ninth Legion missile launch center.



A Lucasian fisherman in the Bay of Shells.



The ancient City of Knoll.



A missile is thwarted.



David Paul arrives on Lucasia.



Serretus takes David Paul to meet his 
father.



Creatures



Beast of burden for an indigenous Lucasian 
tribe.



Ruka.



Ruka calf.



A Royal Umi. 



Nickari. They can tolerate the coldest of 
climates and are used to pull hovercraft 
when engines have frozen...until they are 
eaten by Ice Sharks that is.



Concept art: various creatures of Lucasia.



‘bots



Concept art: Ninth Legion droneBots.  



Concept art: Ninth Legion droneBots.  



Ninth Legion tortureBot.  



Concept art: various bots from a seedy 
Lucasian underworld.



Concept art: various bots from the Ice 
Fortress where David Paul first arrives on 
Lucasia. 



Concept art: trainingBots are used in fight 
training for Crystal Warriors so they can 
go full force and don’t have to hold back.



batBots and spiderBots are used to protect 
various Ninth Legion strongholds.



Concept art: 
various bots of 
Lucasia (1 of 4)



Concept art: 
various bots of 
Lucasia (2 of 4)



Concept art: 
various bots of 
Lucasia (3 of 4)



Concept art: 
various bots of 
Lucasia (4 of 4)


